
 
Candy crush 
 
Visual: The candy crush style is Simple and cartoon like but adds 2.5D/pseudo 3D 
to the game play aspect. 
 
Gameplay: Candy crush has very straight forward game play, you move colour 
coded sweets a panel over to match 3 to 5 in a row and get points. You have to fulfill 
certain conditions to move on to the next level, some levels you have to get rid of a 
certain amount of the specified sweat to move on, others you have a time limit to get 
a certain amount of points and others you have to get a certain amount of 
combinations to pass. There are also power ups you can buy with real money that 
make gameplay easier. there are obstacles that increase the difficulty as the game 
progresses, such as tiles that can’t be broken, tiles that swap the colors of sweets 
and much more.  
 
Sound: There are a few calming song on loop while you play the game, these 
change from level to level to keep things interesting. there are a few different sound 
effect that play depending on what action you do on the game, Cute popping sounds 
play when you match a row of sweets, the sound of a plastic wrapper plays when 
you use a combo sweet that you got, and when getting combos a deep voice will say 
words such as tasty, sweet and delicious.   
 
Social: candy crush lets players connect to their facbook to compare scores with 
“friends” and invite people to play. 
 
Fruit Ninja 
 
Visual: fruit ninja has 3D created fruit and bombs, and your blade is represented as 
a white line. that is all. 
 
 
Gameplay:  
arcade mode: in arcade mode you slice as much fruit as possible within the one 
minute time limit while trying to cut multiple fruit in one slice for more point and 
avoiding bombs that take points away. 
Classic mode: in classic mode you do the same thing you do in arcade mode save 
for a few differences: if you miss any fruit 3 times you lose, if you hit a bomb one you 
lose and there is no time limit. 
Zen mode: Again this mode is the same as arcade mode with a few changes, the 
time limit is 1 minutes and 30 seconds and there are no bombs. 
 



Points: You get one point for every fruit you cut, if you cut 3 or more fruits in one cut 
the points you get are doubled, if you cut a fruit exactly in the center you get 10 
points, some fruits are worth more points, some fruits will give you power ups. 
 
You can buy upgrades to your weapon and the background, this changes their 
aesthetic and effect. 
 
Sound: during the game you get the sound you would expect, wet slicing sound, 
throwing noises and explosions, there are sound effects when you get combos. 
 
 
 
Jetpack joyride 
 
Visual: jetpack joyride is completely 2D, It is set in a science lab with backgrounds 
that change every now and then, from a warehouse to a volcano base to an 
underwater base.  
 
 
Gameplay: In jetpack joyride you play as Barry, a man who saw a jet pack and 
wanted it, so he stole it, now he has to escape the science facility unscathed. You 
have to travel as far to the right as you can to get the best distance you can but there 
are obstacles that prevent you from progressing such as laser beams, missiles and 
electric walls, you avoid these by using your jetpack, holding down the touch screen 
will make you rise and letting go will make you fall., Along the way you can collect 
coins to buy upgrades that make it easier to get farther, collect even more coins and 
buy customisations. The game is never ending so you can run as long as you 
survive, there are also special vehicles that change the gameplay depending on the 
type you get. 
 
Sound: there is one song played on loop during the game, when you collect coins a 
blip sound will happen. 
 
 
 
Angry Birds 
 
 
Visual: angry birds is completely 2D, it has very simplistic characters, environments 
and obstacles. 
 



Gameplay: You simply pull a bird onto a slingshot, aim and shoot all the pigs dead 
with said bird,you have a limited amount of bird and there are various obstacles you 
have to get by to do this. Wood, ice and stone will block your birds from hitting their 
targets so you have to use as little birds as possible to remove these blockades and 
still kill all the pigs to pass the level. the more you destroy the more points you get. 
there are various types of bird you can use but they are set per stage. some birds 
multiply when taped, some shoot egg bombs and some do absolutely nothing.  
 
Sound: in game you usually only hear bird and pig noises, bird squawks when firing 
a bird and squealing when defeating a pig. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Mobile and Tablet Game Mechanics 
 
A number of games integrate a variety of differing gameplay mechanics to change the way 
games can be played allowing for different types of problem solving, this means there are 
numerous games which can change significantly when compared to each other’s 
mechanics and therefore appealing to different types of people’s gameplay preferences. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
Angry Birds 
Some Examples of these different mechanics can be found in games like Angry Birds. The 
aim of this game is to shoot birds from a sling into structures to kill inhabiting pigs placed 
on, in, and or around them with a limited quota of birds; the gameplay mechanic in this 
game makes use of a preset slingshot location which you use your finger to draw back as 
far as you want to a limited range and also vertically aim in the direction you want to 
launch your bird. On the sling the game will load birds in a predetermined order, these 
birds can have different aspects to them visually that makes the player aware they will 
have a different outcome from other types of bird, using their special characteristics might 
require triggering by tapping the screen as they travel through the air before coming in 
contacts with a physical part of a stage, some will do automatically upon landing, or can 
also not be triggered at all without their secondary function going off. 
 
Testing and analysing these mechanics shows that though it’s a simple game to shoot 
pigs and aim to cause the most destruction to the environment for points it’s designed to 
have a strategy by limiting the player so they determine themselves where their resources 
are best allocated, this can be seen through the concept of not having exactly what bird 



you want which can leave the stage in a configuration you find tougher to work around, 
this will be having the player to change how they were going to use the birds that were to 
come next so everything is used as effectively by rejudging the circumstance they’re in. 
This keeps the player thinking throughout each new stage with new challenges that may 
come up preventing the game from becoming repetitive. 
Some stages have a harder difficulty in their layout, this is what makes the manual sling 
frustrating, it means only you are to blame for not completing stages considering you have 
almost complete control of aiming, so becoming proficient at the game to exploit every 
aspect of it and land where you want becomes essential. 
Some time after playing you notice the camera comes back every exact time to the second 
allowing you to shoot another bird regardless of whether the game assets have finished 
settling themselves, this adds a new concept the game didn’t have before of time, you are 
then under pressure to maintain your strategy or interprate a new one by firing in the 
direction of moving assets to get your birds in a location they couldn’t get to before, or fire 
where you had planned before your opening is closed off.  
 

 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
Jetpack Joyride/Temple Run/Subway Surfers/Flappy Bird 
All four of these games share similar mechanics, a continuously moving screen that 
pushes you further through its course speeding up as you progress (except Flappy Bird) 
and rewarding you with points the further you make it. During the games you will be faced 
with adversities trying to stop your movement from getting further.  
In Jetpack Joyride your character stays to the left of the screen where you play for the 
duration you have the jetpack. Your main movement is vertical, you tap or hold down your 
finger on the screen to have the jetpack thrust you up so that you can avoid the randomly 
selected obstacles. 



Inspecting the game mechanics makes clear that constricting the player to the the side of 
the screen is a good tactic to make the traps harder to avoid making it necessary to 
intercept how the trap will behave since you can’t go around it, but instead have to look for 
the right opportunity. 
Having it so the jetpack only travels up makes the movement of you character harder to 
control, this is because you have to be precise about how much of it is used when you 
take into account your character can’t force himself down, you have to take into account 
the speed at which your character falls and the falling speed increase, for example this 
means overcompensation of the jetpack to evade an oncoming threat might not allow you 
time to escape the next obstacle you had to use gravity to bypass. 
As you advance into the course you can attempt to reach random power ups that change 
the mechanics of the game, it all depends on which one you got, but it will change how 
your character moves and the control scheme will also adapt to that power up so you will 
have to manage with it. You do get given a free pass on death while your power up works. 
It keeps the game interesting instead of just challenging. 
In Subway Surfers and Temple Run you have to swipe in a certain direction depending on 
the movement you want to perform in order to avoid blocked paths, risky routes, or get on 
other incoming paths. 
Neighbouring close to Jetpack Joyride, this game also includes a restricted movement 
area for your character though it’s at the base of the screen, the only difficulty as you run 
is the game’s pace, it picks up and you have to reposition your character much faster.  
The controls are much more in your hands though, you move almost as quickly as you can 
swipe making the game a challenge of the player’s reaction time. 
The game will encourage you to take dangerous routes by placing helpful items on those 
areas of the course, this can require you to become familiar with the game mechanics. For 
example knowing that while in the air you can come to touch down much faster by swiping 
down overriding the animation into a quick forced roll, or that you can change lanes 
without actually touching the ground, then using these to your advantage by getting 
creative with what you know. 
Flappy Bird’s controls consist of just tapping, each tap corresponds to a flap of your 
character’s wings, you will go equally high no matter how fast gravity is pulling you down, 
or if you haven’t yet began to fall. 
The game dosen’t not speeding up.  
Parallel to Jetpack Joyride you have to have an awareness of the effects of gravity on your 
character because if you stop tapping your character begins to plummet down, but you 
need this as you try and make it in between narrow gaps between pipes that are are 
equally spaced out from each other, but with different heights to each other.  
Moving at the same speed at all times and all the gaps being the same size means you 
can devise a strategy, look for patterns and aim to be consistent with them. 
The gaps are pretty small and the flapping doesn't catter too well with the space it’s given 
to perform so to play the game you have to be calculated and well timed. 
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Legend of the Brofist 
The most prominent mechanic of this game is being able walking around, taking your time 
to explore the level and backtracking if you need allowed in the platformer sections.  
The game during few, but certain levels will change its controls to ones similar to Jetpack 
Joyride by having a constantly scrolling screen, but you are able to in some move ahead, 
or further back of the screen weaving away from dangerous areas, or taking out certain 
game dangers, and in some variations of that game mode you are moved around and 
have to only get out of the way when something comes. 
There are boss fights which need different strategies and skills to get by. 
You are able to unlock different attacks and defense power ups to proceed with another 
angle in mind. 
The ability to explore offers developers more strategic placement of challenges for the 
player and thought out sections to test the player’s skills, it’s less practical and time 
consuming than randomised ones, but working through it feels more gratifying. Being able 
to have this type of game mechanic also gives the developers a chance to add multiple 
layers to that stage, for example the player can go down the level as well as up before 
deciding to move forward. Developers can even have fun and create secret areas for the 
player to find which encourages players to take their time and have some breathing space 
to settle down before going back to the more stressful sections of the unexplored game. 
The fact the game will transition between short mini games resembling Jetpack Joyride 
with the same challenges, but with the mechanic at times to move around the screen 
allowing for more variations of things to test player skill and keeping them on their toes to 
quickly recollect different control functions off the top of their head, this makes the game 
less repetitive and keeps you interested, especially when those stages slightly vary 
conditions from each other. 
Building on changing ways to play the game boss fights provide a good way to do it and 
also have gameplay stay interesting. Also this can have the developers play with multiple 



game functions which the regular game wouldn’t have which again, makes the game more 
compelling to keep playing. 
Having it so that you can change how certain mechanics work with power ups for attacks 
and defense changes the difficulty of a stage and how you can go about it, this makes the 
player want to go back to previous stages and redo the levels they didn’t do so well in 
before they had the new adjustments making the game levels individual to each person 
according to a minor change in how they want to play. 
 

 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
Others 
To name a few others with varied mechanics I haven’t touched on there’s Minecraft, 
Piano Tiles, Badland, Candy Crush Saga, Mushroom 11, The Sailor’s Dream, Fruit 
Ninja, Doodle Jump, Dumb Ways to Die, Monument Valley and Year Walk. Games 
give you a range of play styles to choose from that you could go on and on about and 
developers are always trying to build on these existing mechanics and innovate new ones. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
 

Audiences in Mobile and Tablet Game Genres 
 
There is a huge quantity of existing games people can choose to download, however it’s 
not often that individuals will like every genre, or maybe play every game genre, they’ll 
have preferred ones skewering the list of what people like play. There’s quite a diversity, 
but if you can attempt to maximise profits by narrowing down the most popular categories 
in that country, but I’ll only be looking at English speaking areas. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
The most commonly developed English iOS games as of 8th November 2015 
based on Localize Direct statistics: 
 

1. Puzzle- 92,860 Apps 



2. Arcade- 82,902 Apps 
3. Action- 75,745 Apps 
4. Family- 57,349 Apps 
5. Educational- 52,914 Apps 
6. Adventure- 34,251 Apps 
7. Strategy- 31,948 Apps 
8. Board- 30,001 Apps 
9. Simulation- 29,124 Apps 
10. Casino- 23,516 Apps 
11. Trivia- 21,878 Apps 
12. Racing- 20,248 Apps 
13. Card- 18,994 Apps 
14. Sports- 18,173 Apps 
15. Role Playing- 17,929 Apps 
16. Dice- 16,042 Apps 
17. Word- 10,830 Apps 
18. Music- 10,830 
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